FIS ENDPOINT THREAT DETECTION
A MANAGED SECURITY SERVICE FROM FIS

As Cyber Attacks Get More Sophisticated,
So Must Your Threat Monitoring
With 30 percent of data housed outside the firewall on endpoint devices, IT
must deal with security and communications in real time, across varying
locations and bandwidths and an ever-increasing number of devices.
Traditional malware prevention tools simply aren’t enough.
Deploy IT resources smartly, while reducing the likelihood and impact of an
attack, with FIS™ Endpoint Threat Detection, a comprehensive earlywarning system that monitors all your endpoints through a powerful
combination of technology, behavioral detection, and human expertise.

Reduce the Likelihood
and Impact of an Attack
24/7 Monitoring
Expert
Investigations
Rapid Response

Add Another Security Layer Quickly
Supplement your security efforts by opting-in to this managed service, which
FIS can deploy across your system with no additional infrastructure required.
Track Threats in Real Time, Across the Globe
24/7/365 monitoring of your entire system and its millions of endpoints
throughout the world so you know of threats the moment they emerge.
Save Internal Manpower
Expert security analysts review every suspicious event to confirm actual threats and
collect intelligence for the response and future prevention.
Rapid Communication & Response
Get actionable intelligence and recommendations to respond to threats within
minutes, no matter the location or endpoint.
Gain Full Visibility into Your Threat Matrix
Access detailed reports on number of processes and endpoints analyzed, threats,
false-positives, actions taken and resolution.

In-depth Reporting

FIS MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES SOLUTIONS

A Proactive, Layered – and Complete – Approach
FIS Endpoint Threat Detection is just one piece of FIS’ comprehensive Managed
Security Services (MSS) suite, which allows clients to take a dual proactive and
preventive approach to addressing information and cyber security, reducing data
loss and potential downtime from incidents.
For many FIS clients, MSS supplements their in-house information security
department, providing state-of-the-art, vigilant, around-the-clock monitoring and
detection for complete security – and peace of mind.
MSS includes more than a dozen categories of protection solutions. Here are just
a few:

Threat
Detection

Managed Security Awareness
Most threats rely on human error or carelessness to breach security procedures.
FIS tests your employees on a variety of social engineering schemes – phishing,
smishing, vishing, spoofing, etc. – and provides awareness training to strengthen
your weakest links.

Incident
Management

Vulnerability Management
Internal or external sources can easily exploit your programming code. To help you
proactively manage your network, FIS scans your system regularly for internal and
external code vulnerabilities and misconfigurations.
Cybersecurity Risk Manager
Working with your IT team, FIS performs a complete audit of your cybersecurity
program, it threats, and mitigating controls, to determine potential risk to the
organization.

Don’t Get Caught Off Guard - Contact Us Today!
For more information on FIS Endpoint Threat Detection or our Managed Security Services suite, please
contact your FIS account manager, email getInfo@fisglobal.com or call 1.800.822.6758.

Prevention &
Training

